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Abstract

We observe a continuous shift from face-to-face to hybrid or online education. Today, learners are exposed to a high level of autonomy and, at the same time, have less contact with peers and teachers. In this environment, the ability to self-regulate one’s learning is becoming more relevant to achieve positive learning results and academic success. However, the application of self-regulated learning is not trivial. A potential solution for this challenge comes in the form of digital assistants like chatbots or pedagogical agents that provide structure for the learners. Existing research on digital assistants for self-regulated learning (SRL) is scattered across several fields. In this research-in-progress paper, we present preliminary results of a systematic literature review study providing a state-of-the-art overview of digital assistants supporting SRL. Our results show that future research in this domain should focus on affect, behavior, and context regulation and that more longitudinal studies are required.
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1 Introduction

Academic success is an important personal step and a critical driver for economic growth (OECD, 2019). Dropping out of tertiary education puts strain on the individual and society as a whole, but is a common occurrence (OECD, 2019). The causes are diverse, but motivation, satisfaction as well as personal learning strategy and organization are important factors (Behr et al., 2020). The COVID-19 pandemic has put additional stress on students as many educational systems were mostly unprepared for such a situation (OECD, 2021). One concrete effect of this, namely fewer students being able to finish their studies, is already becoming apparent as some regions and institutions start reporting lower numbers of graduates in recent semesters (destatis, 2021; HESA, 2021; MIT Registrar, 2022).

One solution for students to counteract this challenge is self-regulating their learning. When learners engage in self-regulated learning (SRL), they “orient on the task at hand, plan and implement their actions, monitor and evaluate their choice of strategies, and remedy ineffective strategies” (Boekaerts, 2006, p. 348). SRL has a positive effect on learning results and academic success (Mega, Ronconi and De Beni, 2014). However, not all students are equally capable of employing and developing SRL capabilities natively, and many students lack education on how to apply them (Zimmerman and Pons, 1986; Zimmerman, 2000; Kornell and Bjork, 2007). Common insufficiency in SRL capabilities include overestimating the effectiveness of the chosen learning strategy (Kornell and Bjork, 2008) or the stability of their memory over time (Kornell and Bjork, 2009). In some cases, this even results in learners adopting harmful strategies. A well-known example is the tendency of students to learn a large amount of material in a short time in preparation for exams very close to the exam date. Students do so because massed learning is an effective strategy for short term retention and they might not see the benefits of spaced learning regarding long term retention (Rawson and Kintsch, 2005; Bjork, Dunlosky and Kornell, 2013).
Assisting learners in developing SRL capabilities with the help of digital assistants is a promising approach (Azevedo, 2008). Digital assistants in an educational context are software agents that interact with the learner through natural language (Maedche et al., 2019). They are able to provide structure for learners, that helps learners to acquire knowledge by adapting the difficulty of the learning content appropriate to the learner’s skill level (Graesser et al., 1999; Reiser, 2002; Azevedo, 2005). Innovations in technology and recent research on advanced digital assistants have opened new research avenues for SRL support and development for learners. There are multiple examples for digital assistants that support students’ learning processes in recent studies (e.g., Adamopoulou and Moussiades, (2020); Pérez, Daradoumis and Puig (2020)). However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no integrated overview of previous research of digital assistants in SRL. To address this shortcoming, we aim to answer the following research question:

“What is the state-of-the-art in research on digital assistants supporting self-regulated learning?”

In this research-in-progress paper, we conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) based on the approach by Kitchenham and Charters (2007) and Webster and Watson (2002). In our rigorous literature screening process, we received 584 papers from which we identified 45 relevant publications investigating different types of digital assistants supporting SRL. We analyzed these publications based on the theory of SRL (Zimmerman and Pons, 1986; Pintrich, 2000). Preliminary findings show that current research mainly focuses on SRL support interventions of cognition regulation, with other areas not being well explored. In the future, we will analyze the sample in detail. With our work, we contribute to the field of SRL by providing a research overview of digital assistants supporting SRL.

2 Conceptual Background

2.1 Self-regulated learning

SRL describes learners as active participants in their learning that are able to shape and manipulate their learning processes (Boekaerts, 1999; Efklides, 2011; Schunk and Greene, 2018). Successful self-regulated learners employ strategies to improve their success in learning (Zimmerman and Pons, 1986) and utilize metacognition to continuously refine their learning approach (Schunk and Greene, 2018). In SRL, learners actively run through a cyclical process of the forethought, performance, and reflection phases (cf. Figure 1) (Zimmerman, 2000). In the forethought phase, learners engage in actions to prepare for the learning task by planning the task execution and objectives, as well as motivating themselves. During the performance phase, they monitor their progress and compare that to their plan and goals, as well as employ strategies based on their progress to keep up motivation. In the reflection phase, learners assess the learning outcomes and engage in self-reactions like emotional response and attributions about what caused these outcomes.

A simple example for the SRL process is the setting of a learning goal, the application of a basic learning strategy like note-taking and monitoring the learning progress, and, finally, the reflection of how much the note-taking strategy contributed to the learning success in contrast to previously employed learning strategies.
In the SRL process, multiple human dimensions play an essential role besides the application of pure cognitive resources. Learners may also engage in regulation of their motivation and affect, their behavior, as well as their learning context. The SRL framework by Pintrich (2000) maps these dimensions (cognition, motivation and affect, behavior, and context) on the SRL cycle phases. Table 1 presents an exemplary list of actions learners can take in the phases of the SRL cycle (Pintrich, 2000). This framework serves as the foundation for the analysis in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Areas for regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forethought, planning, and activation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target goal setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prior content knowledge activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metacognitive activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metacognitive awareness and monitoring of cognition (FOKs, JOLs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction and reflection</td>
<td>Cognitive judgments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification framework for areas and phases of SRL (Pintrich 2000).
2.2 Digital Assistants for self-regulated learning

Digital assistants have become almost ubiquitous, finding their way into our lives, for example, in the form of text-based (e.g., Chatbots in Facebook Messenger) or voice-based assistants (e.g., Amazon Alexa) (Maedche et al., 2019). They are conversational agents that incorporate artificial intelligence (AI), natural language processing, and knowledge based on the specific needs of their context (Maedche et al., 2019). In the interaction with humans, they are seen as social actors that invoke social responses in human users similar to those that interactions with humans would (Nass and Moon, 2000). These social responses include an increase of perceived social presence by the user, a higher level of trust, or an improved user satisfaction (Feine et al., 2019). This makes them prime candidates as learning companions that can provide direct support on the learning task as well as meta-level support like motivational or strategic interventions (Kim and Baylor, 2006). One important class of digital assistants in learning are pedagogical agents that engage with the learner in a human like manner and often have human like features such as a human avatar, voice and name (Graesser et al., 1999; Reiser, 2002; Azevedo and Hadwin, 2005). They can also be embedded into tutoring systems that provide human-like individual instructions, so-called intelligent tutoring systems (Smelser and Baltes, 2001).

In SRL research, digital assistants take the role of a peer that engages in shared regulation (so called coregulation) or a mentor that transfers its knowledge to the learner (Azevedo and Hadwin, 2005; Hadwin and Oshige, 2011). By doing so they support learners in the acquisition of SRL capabilities or the application of SRL. For example, a digital assistant can suggest the use of appropriate learning strategies, prompt users to engage in metacognitive action like reflecting on their learning progress or give concrete feedback on the application of SRL by the learner.

3 Research Method

To execute this review, we followed the method described by Kitchenham and Charters (2007) and Webster and Watson (2002). Based on these, we organized the review process into three main phases. In the planning phase, we identified existing literature reviews on digital assistants for self-regulated learning and articulated the research question introduced. All reviews we identified, targeted specific domains of learning (e.g., computer-based learning environments (Devolder, van Braak and Tondeur, 2012), e-Learning (Garcia, Falkner and Vivian, 2018; Araka et al., 2020), and MOOCs (Lee, Watson and Watson, 2019; Wong et al., 2019)). We also created a review protocol that guided the subsequent review execution. In the conducting phase, we, first, performed an exploratory literature search to identify primary studies. On this basis, we articulated our initial search string and collected data from four major publication databases. Finally, after data extraction, monitoring and synthesis, we produced this paper as a critical deliverable of the reporting phase.

To develop our search string, we conducted an exploratory search for pedagogical agents and conversational agents for self-regulation on Google Scholar. Based on the studies by Kerly, Ellis and Bull (2008) and Jones and Castellano (2018), we identified a need to widen our search terms regarding the type of artifact. After refining the search string, we ended up with the search string depicted in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Self-regulated learning</th>
<th>AND</th>
<th>Digital Assistants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search string fragment</td>
<td>&quot;self-regulated learning&quot; OR &quot;self regulated learning&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;pedagogical agent&quot; OR chatbot OR &quot;conversational agent&quot; OR &quot;personal assistant&quot; OR &quot;voice assistant&quot; OR &quot;embodied agent&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Search string.

To maintain a relevant sample, we limited our search to peer-reviewed journal and conference articles in English. Further, we only included papers that implemented an SRL intervention. For a similar reason, we excluded publications targeting teams or groups as, in these cases, the assistant’s role is secondary to the social interaction between the human actors. To get an accurate representation of the state-of-the-art, we decided to only include studies in our review that evaluated the experimental artifact (i.e., the digital assistants). We, finally, focused our search in the fields of computer science, education science,
and information systems. Therefore, we selected the databases Scopus, the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Explore, ERIC, ScienceDirect, Web of Science, and AIS eLibrary as our databases according to this choice. Our initial search yielded 584 results which reduced to 532 studies after applying deduplication based on title, outlet, and publication year. We then applied the defined inclusion and exclusion criteria by scanning the titles for false positive results and read the abstract of the remaining papers. We excluded 386 studies based on screening of title and abstract. After removing duplicates, we ended up with 146 papers. We filtered the remaining papers by reading them to assess that they match our inclusion criteria. This resulted in 41 publications. Subsequently, we performed a backward and forward search. We repeated all steps starting from filtering by inclusion and exclusion iteratively until we ended up with a final set of 45 sources. Details of the search process are shown in Figure 2, which we based on the PRISMA flow diagram template (Page et al., 2021).

**Figure 2. SLR process.**

After the search process execution, we coded the articles to answer our research question. We identified the primary artifact used as well as the type of device the agent was deployed on and their input modality. We also gathered information on the type of study conducted, the number of participants, what kind of participants, as well as the study duration. Finally, we coded the intervention of the digital assistants according to the framework by Pintrich (2000).
4 Results

In the following, we describe the preliminary results of our study. We found a total of 45 relevant articles with 23 having been published in conference proceedings and 22 in journals. Most studies in our sample were published after the year 2012 with an increase of studies in recent years (cf. Figure 3). This development is not surprising since there has been a lot of progress in recent years when it comes to the maturity of digital assistants based on technological advances in artificial intelligence.

![Figure 3. Publication distribution by year.](image)

When looking at the context of the publications, a majority of the studies (34) were conducted in a higher education environment. Only a small set of papers focused on primary education (6). Regarding study duration, the studies were overwhelmingly conducted as cross-sectional experimental studies while only seven studies were conducted as longitudinal studies. Of these longitudinal studies that spanned a semester or more, none provided sufficient information on how much interaction the learners had with the agent (Karaoğlan Yılmaz, Olpak and Yılmaz, 2018; Cabales, 2019; Tian et al., 2021). Overall, that leaves us with the conclusion that long term regular use of these agents is a largely unexplored area of research.

The digital assistants investigated were mainly pedagogical agents (32) often embedded into intelligent tutoring systems and chatbots (20). An explanation for this result is that a large share of publications in our sample have been conducted with the intelligent tutoring system MetaTutor (15) with its pedagogical agents. They provide guidance, conduct pretests, encourage learners to engage in prior knowledge activation and goal setting, help with self-monitoring, and encourage strategy use (e.g. Trevors, Duffy and Azevedo (2014); Duffy and Azevedo (2015); Harley et al. (2018)). In total, 15 publications by different authors investigated MetaTutor, with a focus on varying subsets of the available pedagogical agents in MetaTutor. The interaction with these pedagogical agents was almost exclusively via textual and visual interface elements (i.e., buttons that relied on prompts). We only found two examples for voiced-based interaction with the digital assistant MetaTutor (van der Meij, van der Meij and Harmsen, 2015; Kuttal et al., 2021). One artifact that was used in two studies, taught SRL with the help of example-based learning instead of prompting (Poitras, Lajoie and Hong, 2012; Poitras and Lajoie, 2014). We also encountered only one robot-based assistant which was mainly used to replace a screen-based avatar (Jones and Castellano, 2018).

Table 3 presents the classification of our studies on the SRL support provided by digital assistants we identified. First, we noticed a strong focus on cognitive interventions. Especially, cognitive planning and monitoring activities were common. A majority of publications (33) explicitly expressed their focus on self-monitoring on a cognitive level. Similarly, the most common planning activity was prompting to set goals for the learning session. Interestingly, more than half of the studies that did self-monitoring (20 out of the previous 33) aimed to suggest the cognitive and learning strategies employed by the system users or manipulate them. As controlling and monitoring are closely intertwined, we see this as
an opportunity to contribute to research by designing innovative control interventions based on the self-monitoring employed by the learners.

Table 3. Publications and elements of self-regulated learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Cog.*</th>
<th>M.*</th>
<th>B.*</th>
<th>Con.*</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Cog.*</th>
<th>M.*</th>
<th>B.*</th>
<th>Con.*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hew et al. (2021)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poitras and Lajoie (2014)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pesonen (2021)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bouchet, Harley and Azevedo (2013)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song and Kim (2021)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poitras, Lajoie and Hong (2012)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabales (2019)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shafilla subri and Bin Md. Shah (2013)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones and Castellano (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarebout and Elen (2006)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Zhang and Park (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biswas et al. (2005)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suleman, Mizoguchi and Ikeda (2016)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lau et al. (2017)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerly, Ellis and Bull (2008)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bosch et al. (2021)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerly and Bull (2008)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tian et al. (2021)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cereno et al. (2020)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2020)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wortha et al. (2019)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hidayat et al. (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidayah, Adj and Setiawan (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kautzmann and Jaques (2019)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karağül Yılmaz, Olpak and Yılmaz (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bouchet, Harley and Azevedo (2016)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kautzmann and Jaques (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valencia-Vallejo, López-Vargas and Sanabria-Rodríguez (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouchet, Harley and Azevedo (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cloude et al. (2020)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harley et al. (2018)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Duffy and Azevedo (2015)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim and Bennekin (2016)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valencia-Vallejo, López-Vargas and Sanabria-Rodríguez (2019)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harley et al. (2016)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baylor and Kim (2004)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatzara, Karagiannidis and Stamatis (2016)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>van der Meij, van der Meij and Harmsen (2015)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lallé et al. (2016)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kuttal et al. (2021)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kautzmann, Carlotto and Jaques (2016)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taub et al. (2014)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevors, Duffy and Azevedo (2014)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taub et al. (2021)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudrick et al. (2014)</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Cog. = Cognition, M. = Motivation, B. = Behavior, Con. = Context

In the motivational and affect dimension of SRL, we found only few articles in our sample. Notably is the work by Kim and Bennekin (2016) that demonstrated a volition support-based approach to supporting motivational regulation in learners. They did so by walking learners through four motivation phases: goal initiation, goal formation, action control and emotion control. With the activity of task value activation, Chatzara, Karagiannidis and Stamatis (2016) and Kim and Bennekin (2016) utilized the only motivational forethought activity.

Behavioral regulation does not appear to be in the research focus. Very few studies investigated time regulation support (Valencia-Vallejo, López-Vargas and Sanabria-Rodríguez, 2018, 2019; Tian et al., 2021) and supporting help-seeking behavior (Jones and Castellano, 2018; Pesonen, 2021). This might be related to the short temporal frame of many studies since many behavioral interventions like effort planning require a longitudinal experimental design.
Similarly, the regulation of the context seems to be underexplored. One of the few examples in the sample was Kim and Bennekin (2016) which suggest students to change their environment in order to avoid distractions. Further, Pesonen (2021) offered the ability to seek help in general learning related matters. Figure 4 aggregates the distribution of the sample papers on the SRL phases and dimensions based on the SRL model by Pintrich (2000).

![Figure 4. SRL intervention heatmap](image)

### 5 Conclusion and Future Research

In this research-in-progress paper, we presented preliminary results of our SLR to answer the research question of “What is the state-of-the-art in research of digital assistants supporting self-regulated learning?”. In our literature search, we identified 45 studies that we analyzed based on the theory of SRL by Pintrich (2000). Our results show that research on SRL support by digital assistants mainly focuses on cognition regulation, whereas motivation and affect, behavioral, and context regulation remain underexplored. We see this focus of the study samples as problematic, especially when looking at the lack of motivation and affect regulation since affect regulation has a strong influence on cognition (Boekaerts, 2011). Future work should, therefore, investigate more SRL dimensions beyond cognition regulation and develop digital assistants that address all dimensions of SRL.

Further, our results showed that most studies are conducted over short timeframes, which makes it impossible to assess the long-term effects the interactions with the digital assistants induce. As we view the acquisition of SRL capabilities as the ultimate goal of digital assistants in education that requires continuously less support from the assistant, we believe that this research field would greatly benefit from longitudinal studies. These studies should investigate the change of SRL capabilities in users over time and how to best fade out the support provided by the assistant.

In future work, we will deepen the descriptive analysis of the SLR results. Thereby, we hope to provide interesting findings for the research domain of digital assistants supporting SRL. As a first step, we will focus on the artifacts to better understand which phases and dimensions of SRL are most often supported. Similarly, we want to look at which specific support interventions were used and to what extent. With this study, we hope to provide stimulating findings and new perspectives on the innovative system class of digital assistants in education research in self-regulated learning.
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